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EGT HAD ITS MOST SUCCESSFUL G2E SHOW IN VEGAS
The international team of Euro Games Technology welcomed guests from all over
the world during G2E 2016 in Vegas and showed them around the company’s booth,
presenting an innovative product lineup of slot machines, multigame mixes,
multiplayer solutions, interactive games and casino management systems. The
received feedback was more than positive.
“In my over 20 years of presenting at the exhibition, I have never seen that many
compliments, praise and interest in the different products we displayed,” shared
Sean Smith, president and founder of Reel Games Inc., the partner of EGT for North
America. “Our new slot games, jackpot systems and cabinet models were a hit. The
Luxury series touch tables and the Spider casino management system were a good
draw to stop customers in their tracks as well. Not only did we have excitement from
our existing customers. We have now added a high level of interest from almost all
states and tribes and all the Canadian provinces. During every presentation I
received congratulations on the showcased products. Many customers even came
back two or three times during the show to look at them again. Amazing!”
The products that focused the keenest attention of the audience were among the
newest developments of the company – the jackpot systems 3 Happy Hits, 4 Happy
Hits and Fu Gui Rong Hua, the Super Premier and the Curved cabinets, the
multigame mixes of Collection series – Fruits, Red, Green and Orange, the Lucky
Circle Cash touch table of Luxury series and the Spider casino management system.
EGT Interactive gathered a lot of guests mainly from Latin America.
At G2E 2016 the company celebrated not only the highest number of visitors and
shown interest in its products, but its recent growth in Central and South America as
well. The Bulgarian manufacturer has opened new offices in Peru and Colombia (it
forecasts to achieve the installation of 1,500 gaming stations in the country till the
end of 2017). EGT is also establishing a new sales and service centre in Panama that
will provide the spare parts for all the Americas, including the Caribbean, optimizing
the technical support by 30% and assisting its neighbouring offices as well.
In respect of sales the company is looking forward to its installations in Mexico and
Colombia, as well as in the Caribbean, where it is already a major gaming supplier,
especially in the well-developed markets of St. Maarten, Curacao, the Dominican
Republic, Aruba, Jamaica and Suriname. Among the most successful products of

EGT in the Americas are the P-24/24 Up, P-27/27 St Slim and P-27/32H St slot
cabinets, as well as the jackpot system Egypt Quest. The company has also made
several installations of its Cat 4 Cash jackpot in the region and is looking forward to
its first Curved cabinets (P-42V Up and P-42V St) and Luxury series touch roulette
table deliveries in the Caribbean.
”This year's G2E show is definitely a step further for us and is the most successful
exhibition we have ever had in Vegas,” concluded about the event Mr. Stanislav
Stanev, sales & marketing director of EGT. “It will certainly boost our development
into the U.S. and Central and South America. We also enjoyed meeting with our
visitors and felt proud of their high acclaim for our show display.”
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